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Amir, Russian FM review bilateral ties

Qatar, Turkey, Russia call for end to human suffering in Syria

Constitutional Committee’s role in Syrian crisis stressed

Qatar Airways first ME airline to trial IATA ‘Digital Passport’

President Joe Biden signs his $1.9 trillion stimulus bill into law

Qatar Airways / Qatar Airways Cargo and QDB join hands to support domestic manufacturers
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Russia, Turkey praise Qatar’s role in Syria peace efforts

By Sheikha Al-Amaid Self Briefing

Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said yesterday he had discussed ways the three countries can co-operate on finding a sustainable political resolution to the Syrian crisis, humanitarian conditions and increasing the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Addressing a press conference with his Russian and Qatari counterparts, Cavusoglu said he had discussed ways to develop co-operation, particularly in the parliamentary fields.

The three ministers held meetings for the sake of peace in the region, "Our friends will work in an organised manner to establish peace in Syria, and peace in the region, " he added.

"Four decades of war and struggle, conflict, freedom and dignity, and they found nothing but death, destruction and displacement. Under a regime in which many gross violations of human rights and the most heinous war crimes were committed, " Cavusoglu said, adding that such meetings should become a norm to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"This called for the need to continue discussing violations and violations in Syria, and to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"The special delegation of the International Commission of Inquiry for Syria, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry for Syria, and the UN Special Commission of Inquiry for Syria, " Cavusoglu said, adding that the three countries had agreed to hold talks to find a political solution in Syria, and to establish a political process to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"Yesterday, the designated authorities, represented by the UN, Turkey, and Qatar, held a meeting in Doha to discuss ways to develop co-operation, particularly in the parliamentary fields. The three ministers agreed to hold talks to find a political solution in Syria, and to establish a political process to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people."

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani yesterday praised Qatar’s role in helping the displaced people in the region, "We need to consolidate our humanitarian efforts, especially when it comes to feeding and mitigating the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic," he said, adding that such meetings should continue. "The three countries are working together to ensure the safety and the safety of all those affected by the Covid-19 pandemic," he added.

Ambassador Ali Khalfan al-Mansouri, representing Qatar to the United Nations, welcomed all efforts made at all levels to consolidate the humanitarian efforts. "Our friends will work in an organised manner to establish peace in Syria, and peace in the region," he said.

"Four decades of war and struggle, conflict, freedom and dignity, and they found nothing but death, destruction and displacement. Under a regime in which many gross violations of human rights and the most heinous war crimes were committed, " Cavusoglu said, adding that such meetings should become a norm to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"This called for the need to continue discussing violations and violations in Syria, and to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"The special delegation of the International Commission of Inquiry for Syria, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry for Syria, and the UN Special Commission of Inquiry for Syria, " Cavusoglu said, adding that the three countries had agreed to hold talks to find a political solution in Syria, and to establish a political process to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people.

"Yesterday, the designated authorities, represented by the UN, Turkey, and Qatar, held a meeting in Doha to discuss ways to develop co-operation, particularly in the parliamentary fields. The three ministers agreed to hold talks to find a political solution in Syria, and to establish a political process to ensure accountability for all those responsible for the violations and crimes committed against the Syrian people."

MoPH reports 468 new Covid-19 cases

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) reported yesterday 468 new confirmed cases of coronavirus (Covid-19), of which 418 were from community cases and 40 from travellers returning from abroad who are required to undergo a 14-day quarantine.

The MoPH also recorded 353 recoveries from the coronavirus during the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of cases recovered in Qatar to 66,324. All recovered cases were in good health.

A total of 468 confirmed cases of Covid-19 were reported in Qatar today, of which 418 were community cases and 40 were imported cases.

The MoPH also recorded 353 recoveries from the coronavirus during the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of cases recovered in Qatar to 66,324. All recovered cases were in good health.

The death toll in the past few days and weeks varies, but these increases appear to be the early signs of a potential second wave in Qatar. For this reason, it is important than ever that all people adhere to preventive measures to avoid the spread of the virus and its impact.

The MoPH also reported 151 new recoveries from the coronavirus, bringing the total number of recoveries in Qatar to 66,324. All recovered cases were in good health.
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Qatar Charity releases 24th issue of Ghras

Qatar Charity (QC) has released the 24th issue of its magazine Ghras, which is one of the leading periodicals in Qatar that focuses on humanitarian, charitable and voluntary work. The new issue highlights the significant contributions made by QC in various sectors, including education, health, and social development. The magazine features articles and interviews with experts in the field, providing readers with valuable insights into the work of QC.

Qatar Charity distributes winter aid in Kyrgyzstan and Palestine

The Qatar Charity office in Kyrgyzstan distributed winter clothes to orphans and the families of orphans and poor children in collaboration with Education Above All Foundation. In addition, QC’s office in Palestine distributed winter clothes to orphans and the families of orphans and poor children in co-operation with the Ministry of Social Development.

QFFD signs MoU to support primary education in Kenya

The Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD) and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to support education in Kenya. The MoU will focus on providing education opportunities for primary school children. It is expected to benefit 250,000 children across the country.

GQB signs agreement in field of environmental sustainability

Qatar’s Ministry of Education and Higher Education has signed a cooperative agreement with Qatar Green Building Council (QGBC) to support the development of green building projects in Qatar. The agreement aims to promote sustainable practices in the construction industry and encourage the use of environmentally friendly materials and technologies.

Indian food products under MoPh scanner

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) has taken measures to control the import of food products into India. It has ordered the import of beef from India to be halted, effective April 1, 2021. The decision was taken to ensure the safety and quality of imported food products, as well as to prevent the spread of zoonotic diseases. The MoPH has also issued guidelines for the inspection of beef products arriving in India to prevent the import of contaminated or substandard products.

Qatar for safeguarding sports from crime

The Qatar Foundation for the Protection of Sports (QFFD) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Legislative Council (SC), which is responsible for protecting sports tournaments from crime. The MoU aims to enhance cooperation and coordination between the two entities to prevent illegal activities in the sports sector. It also emphasizes the need for a comprehensive approach to protect sports tournaments and enhance their safety and security.
QU marks International Women’s Day

The event was attended by female diplomats from the embassies of France, Germany, Italy, and Indonesia, as well as from other countries. The government's efforts in realizing their true potential, "we take pride in supporting women in Qatar," said. "At Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha, we acknowledge women's important contributions and participation in our society and economy. We support fairness, diversity, and equal opportunities. "We pride in empowering and inspiring women to become future leaders in their respective fields, and we will continue to support our female employees in fulfilling their true potential," the general manager added.

Entrepreneur shares success story at Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha event

H yatt Regency Oryx Doha, the first Hyatt Regency hotel in Qatar, marked International Women’s Day on March 8, 2021, by hosting a special event to celebrate the achievements of women. The event was attended by female diplomats from the embassies of France, Germany, Italy, and Indonesia, as well as from other countries. The government's efforts in realizing their true potential, "we take pride in supporting women in Qatar," said. "At Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha, we acknowledge women's important contributions and participation in our society and economy. We support fairness, diversity, and equal opportunities. "We pride in empowering and inspiring women to become future leaders in their respective fields, and we will continue to support our female employees in fulfilling their true potential," the general manager added.

Telangana Jagruthi Qatar holds grand function

T eLANGANA Jagruthi Qatar, an official organization of the Indian Cultural Centre (ICC), celebrated International Women’s Day at Hyatt Regency Doha on March 8, 2021. The event was attended by female diplomats from the embassies of France, Germany, Italy, and Indonesia, and other countries. The government's efforts in realizing their true potential, "we take pride in supporting women in Qatar," said. "At Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha, we acknowledge women's important contributions and participation in our society and economy. We support fairness, diversity, and equal opportunities. "We pride in empowering and inspiring women to become future leaders in their respective fields, and we will continue to support our female employees in fulfilling their true potential," the general manager added.

ICC organises symposium

The Indian Cultural Centre (ICC) celebrated International Women’s Day, complying with the Covid-19 protocols. The chief guests were Indian embassy cruiser's key personalities, "we leave this encounter more informed and enriched with a strong desire to continue such interaction architectures," said. "ICQ College of Arts and Sciences public policy associate professor Dr Sumalata, said, "International Women's Day celebrates women across the globe. It is a day where people around the world come together to acknowledge and pay tribute to the remarkable achievements of women in fields such as science, technology, education, and health." "We are gathered to celebrate our significance, importance, accomplishments, and hard work over the year to achieve our goals. We all represent more than 52 women and affiliate organizations," she added. "We celebrate women in Qatar," said. "At Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha, we acknowledge women's important contributions and participation in our society and economy. We support fairness, diversity, and equal opportunities. "We pride in empowering and inspiring women to become future leaders in their respective fields, and we will continue to support our female employees in fulfilling their true potential," the general manager added.

Poorna Malavath (youngest girl to scale Mt Everest, India) was the keynote speaker and shared her success story as well as encourage Qatar women to discover their innate potential and become the future leaders of our society and the economy. "We are gathered to celebrate our significance, importance, accomplishments, and hard work over the year to achieve our goals. We all represent more than 52 women and affiliate organizations," she added. "We celebrate women in Qatar," said. "At Hyatt Regency Oryx Doha, we acknowledge women's important contributions and participation in our society and economy. We support fairness, diversity, and equal opportunities. "We pride in empowering and inspiring women to become future leaders in their respective fields, and we will continue to support our female employees in fulfilling their true potential," the general manager added.
Doha College thanks its women heroes

Doha College, one of Qatar’s most established British international schools, recently thanked its women members as they marked International Women’s Day with great pride. The women of our community, the lengths to which they work, the reach within the community protected the community, it was recalled in a statement.

“Not only are women conscious of the global South not well addressed on Wikipedia, but they are also in need of a platform to highlight their achievements and struggles. The Wikipedia, students are strongly motivated to lead on efforts to introduce and translate content about the region as multilingual researches and researches from the region.

“The theme for International Women’s Day this year was ‘Inspiring Change, Inspiring Impact’, and the women of our community have been a pivot of Doha College’s 40-year history, with inclusion and equality always at the forefront!”

The late night and weekend activities team and front office staff were actively involved in the support of managing the Covid-19 pandemic and its effects. Our nurses, crisis communication, and international, communication, the staff members and alumni of English language experts are available at a moment’s notice and available 24/7 to help.

Doha College’s 40-year history, with inclusion and equality always at the forefront! The women of our community, the lengths to which they work, the reach within our community have been a pivot of Doha College’s 40-year history, with inclusion and equality always at the forefront!”

ICAI Doha Chapter holds seminar on International Women’s Day

On 8 March, the Doha Chapter of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) in Qatar, in association with Shammy Mathai, American international businesswoman and former board Chair of the International Women’s Day (IWD) campaign, hosted a seminar on gender diversity.

The seminar was co-ordinated by the member women of the chapter. The event also witnessed the screening of the documentary film on the life and work of female scientists.

The Doha Chapter of ICAI, established in 1941, is the oldest among the 39 overseas chapters. The current membership of the chapter is approximately 1,600. Members hold key positions in leading firms, including private sector and public sector accounting firms. The majority of the members are actively involved in the community and are involved in regular blood donation drives.
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**Super Cryptic Clues**

Across
1. 16p away after 4g (4,4)
4. Queen Victoria from age (7,5)
5. Some game action in baseball (5,5,5)
7. Love our toned leg in Egypt (7)
8. Chips and an odd green vegetable (5)
10. A homemade meal (5, 5)
11. A cloud in the north (5, 5)
12. A beaver in the wild (9)
13. Pinch small duck (5)
14. A safari bus (5)
15. Sun set out for Grimsby (7)
16. A tiger in the wild (7)
17. A circle on the map (7)
18. A high level (5)
19. Gentleman’s gentleman allowed (7)
20. Sun set out for Italians (7)
21. Sun set out for wicked (5)
22. Sun set out for American river (6)
23. Wager with little Elizabeth (3)
Down
1. A knot in the wood (7)
2. Lose oar tossed about in spray (7)
3. Some game Antony had in mind? (6)
4. Queen Victoria’s final age? (3)
5. A horse in the wood (7)
6. It’s played after HQ dance (8)
7. Some game Antony had in mind? (6)
8. Take in food - trimmed meats? (3)
9. Some game Antony had in mind? (6)
10. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
11. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
12. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
13. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
14. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
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17. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
18. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
19. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
20. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
21. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
22. Someone new can walk into your life (7)
23. Someone new can walk into your life (7)

**Solution**

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

**Colours**

ARIES

Taurus

PISCES

CANCER

Leo

Scorpio

**Garfield**

**Diablo**

**F Minus**

**Horoscope**

**New interests could capture your attention, enticing you to further tour distant states or foreign lands when that’s possible.**

**Valuable and interesting information could come your way through modern technology.**

**You could get upsetting news regarding your job, Aries.**

**Someone new can walk into your life and you could feel instant attraction.**

**Leo**

**You could have a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio.**

**Scorpio**

**Leo**

**You might purchase some new equipment like a computer or graphic device.**

**You might have a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio.**

**Pisces**

You might get a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio. You might have a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio. You might get a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio. You might have a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio. You might get a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio. You might have a strong urge to seek adventure, Scorpio.
Religious groups on US blacklist over IS links

The United States has put nearly 100 Islamic organizations on its blacklist over IS links, according to US officials, prompting concern from governments and human rights groups over the wide-ranging action.

The step, announced on Thursday, marks a significant escalation in the US approach to dealing with IS and its affiliates, which have been a persistent threat in recent years.

The measure follows a US government crackdown on IS and its affiliates in recent years, including the designation of several individuals and organizations as terrorists, the imposition of travel bans and sanctions, and a variety of other measures.

However, the move has drawn criticism from some quarters, who argue that it is too broad and could inadvertently harm innocent civilians and make it more difficult to combat the threat.

The US Treasury Department said in a statement that the designations were made under a law that allows the US to designate foreign terrorist organizations.

The measure will also affect individuals and entities associated with the blacklisted groups, including those who provide material support or financial assistance.

The designations are expected to have a significant impact on the groups' ability to operate and raise funds, and could also lead to legal action against their members.

Human rights groups have voiced concerns that the move could harm innocent civilians and make it more difficult to combat the threat.
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**Sinabung volcano erupts**

Mount Sinabung spews ash during its eruption in Brastagi district, Karo, north Sumatra, Indonesia, yesterday. (Image 328x820 to 934x1173)

**Tamil Nadu e-pass rule hits Kerala sales**

The Tamil Nadu government’s decision to make e-passes mandatory for Kerala state’s commuters— those entering from Kerala has triggered friction. Sources close to the Kerala government said officials from the two states had decided to discontinue the e-passes in Kerala due to the similar measure in Tamil Nadu.

**Attack on Mamata: BJP stunts win votes: BJP**

BJP has zeroed in on Mamata Banerjee’s_blunders_ in tucking in the form of small stunts to win votes in the coming West Bengal elections. It is targeting the TMC chief’s blunders in the form of small stunts with the idea of winning votes in the coming elections.

**Lockdown in Nagpur as Covid cases rise**

Nagpur, which was a hotbed of anti-CAA protests, has reported more than 500 cases of Covid-19, making it one of the worst-hit cities in Maharashtra. The city has been placed under lockdown from April 14 to 18, 2021.
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**Lockdown in Nagpur as Covid cases rise**

Nagpur, which was a hotbed of anti-CAA protests, has reported more than 500 cases of Covid-19, making it one of the worst-hit cities in Maharashtra. The city has been placed under lockdown from April 14 to 18, 2021.

**Sub commisioned**

Tamil Nadu e-pass rule hits Kerala sales

The Tamil Nadu government’s decision to make e-passes mandatory for Kerala state’s commuters—those entering from Kerala has triggered friction. Sources close to the Kerala government said officials from the two states had decided to discontinue the e-passes in Kerala due to the similar measure in Tamil Nadu.

**Lockdown in Nagpur as Covid cases rise**

Nagpur, which was a hotbed of anti-CAA protests, has reported more than 500 cases of Covid-19, making it one of the worst-hit cities in Maharashtra. The city has been placed under lockdown from April 14 to 18, 2021.
Digital-only artwork fetched nearly $70mn at Christie’s

**Digital art auction record**

A digital artwork sold for $69.3 million in a virtual sold-out Christie’s auction on Thursday, setting a new record for NFTs. The artwork, titled “Everydays: The First 5,000 Days,” by artist Beeple, was sold as a unique NFT that authenticates the work as a legally enforceable, non-exclusive copyright. The artwork is a series of daily digital images dating back to March 2017. The sale pushed the price of NFTs to new heights, with some unique pieces fetching tens of millions of dollars. The artwork exists in the form of a non-fungible token (NFT), a blockchain-based form of digital asset that can be minted as NFTs and traded as assets, including art, sports memorabilia, music, and more. This form of a new type of digital asset is transforming the world of art and culture, with artists, fans, and collectors alike embracing its potential.

**Art auction earnings**

The sale of “Everydays: The First 5,000 Days” by Beeple marks a significant milestone in the art world. It demonstrates the growing interest in NFTs and the potential of blockchain technology to disrupt traditional art markets. The sale also highlights the increasing demand for unique, verifiable, and transparent ownership of digital assets. The impact of NFTs on the art industry is expected to continue growing, with more artists and galleries exploring the potential of blockchain technology to democratize access to art and create new opportunities for revenue and engagement.

**Conclusion**

The sale of “Everydays: The First 5,000 Days” by Beeple is a testament to the rapid growth and potential of NFTs in the art world. As this new form of digital asset continues to evolve, it will be fascinating to see how it shapes the future of art and culture, and what new opportunities it creates for artists, collectors, and everyone involved in the creative industries.
Biden boxed in with few options for influx of migrant children

Patrol custody within 72 hours. But when shelter space is “(W) e are) assessing options now because none are great. “

more licensed facilities or release children faster.

legal guardian continues to rise, officials will have to expand constraints as it tries first to house and then speed the release of say some children are being held in custody for too long.
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The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights established the dignity of the individual, the right to privacy and to non-discrimination, and the freedoms of speech and belief. It is our common duty to make sure that the digital revolution lives up to that promise.

Biden’s administration, however, faces legal, space and cost constraints that have been in effect for too long.

There are legal, space and cost constraints in first housing and then speeding the release of children coming over the border

Emergency influx shelters can be erected more quickly on federal properties, according to Leah Chavla, a senior policy adviser with the New York City-based Women’s Bar Association Commission.

The success of Europe’s digital decade will require the EU to forge strong alliances and working relationships with likeminded countries, both bilaterally and

multilaterally

By Margareta Vestager and Josep Borrell

The success of the European Union’s digital decade will require the EU to forge strong alliances and working relationships with likeminded countries, both bilaterally and

multilaterally.
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A real estate transaction should be made in accordance with the existing laws and regulations governing property sales. If a person fails to follow these regulations, they could be found guilty of violating the law and face legal consequences.

The sale of property must be made through an official and registered sale contract. This contract should be signed by both parties, and it should include a description of the property, its location, and the price agreed upon. The contract should be witnessed by a notary public or a registered legal expert.

After the sale is completed, the property should be transferred to the new owner's name. This can be done through a change of ownership deed, which is a legal document that transfers the property from the seller to the buyer. The deed should be registered with the local government to ensure that the transfer of ownership is legally binding.

If the sale is not completed properly or if the property is not properly transferred, the buyer may face legal consequences. For example, if the seller still owns the property after the sale is completed, they could be held liable for any damages or losses incurred by the buyer.

In summary, the sale of property should be made in accordance with the existing laws and regulations. If a person fails to follow these regulations, they could face legal consequences.
Sabah Al Ahmad Corridor bridge opens tomorrow

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has said that the 300m bridge would bypass the signalised junction to reduce travel time. The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has said that the opening of the 500m bridge will contribute to enhancing traffic movement in the area, especially for those coming from Al Umm Lekhba Tunnel to Al-Sabah Al Ahmad Corridor. It is the second highest interchange in Qatar. The Umm Lekhba Interchange connects Via Al Shamal. Five bridges consist of two lanes in each direction, while the remaining four bridges has one lane for each direction. The bridge will contribute to enhancing traffic movement in the area, especially for those coming from Al Umm Lekhba Tunnel to Al-Sabah Al Ahmad Corridor. It is the second highest interchange in Qatar. The Umm Lekhba Interchange connects Via Al Shamal. Five bridges consist of two lanes in each direction, while the remaining four bridges has one lane for each direction.

From Page One

Sheikh Mohamed affirmed Qatar’s commitment to its humanitarian achievements, including in the cultural field, these investments, noting there are about 13.4mn Syrians in urgent need of housing, a month after the first consultative meeting on the Afghan crisis in Syria by fi nding a political solution based on the principles set in the 2015 Vienna conference, followed by Russia.

The minister said that these meetings will be held regularly with Turkish hosting the next meeting, following by Russia. In response to a question about Syria’s return to the Arab League, he stated that Turkey is ready to support the return of Syria to the Arab League, but it aims to achieve a permanent political solution.

The foreign minister also touched upon the matter of the highest and seventh bridge for the eff orts that are aimed at creating a political atmosphere between Syrian parties and delegates of the Constitutional Committee in regards to the humanitarians, including through local and international organisations, and stressed that Turkey will continue to defend the territorial integrity of Syria, prevent conﬂ icts, and continue its efforts towards a political solution.

The minister stated that the three countries with regard to the reconstruction of the Sabah Al Ahmad corridor, and with the General Directorate of Traffic. Earlier, the Public Works Authority announced that a 1.5km bridge will be opened to accommodate about 3,000 vehicles per hour, enhancing traffic movement in the area, especially for those coming from Al Umm Lekhba Tunnel to Al-Sabah Al Ahmad Corridor. It is the second highest interchange in Qatar. The Umm Lekhba Interchange connects Via Al Shamal. Five bridges consist of two lanes in each direction, while the remaining four bridges has one lane for each direction.

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has said that the opening of the 300m bridge would bypass the signalised junction to reduce travel time.

The events, according to an offi cial QNA press statement, were the participation of the envoys of Iran, Argentina, Panama, Gambia, and Chad.

The ministers decided to as- sess the progress of the three countries with regard to the reconstruction of the Sabah Al Ahmad corridor, and with the General Directorate of Traffic. Earlier, the Public Works Authority announced that a 1.5km bridge will be opened to accommodate about 3,000 vehicles per hour, enhancing traffic movement in the area, especially for those coming from Al Umm Lekhba Tunnel to Al-Sabah Al Ahmad Corridor. It is the second highest interchange in Qatar. The Umm Lekhba Interchange connects Via Al Shamal. Five bridges consist of two lanes in each direction, while the remaining four bridges has one lane for each direction.

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has said that the opening of the 300m bridge would bypass the signalised junction to reduce travel time.
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The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has said that the opening of the 300m bridge would bypass the signalised junction to reduce travel time.